Virtual Guided Presentations on ZOOM

These slide presentations via ZOOM are led by trained Museum Educators and may include opportunities for students to participate in discussions and inquiry, image analysis, polls, and breakout rooms. Museum Educators can host up to 30 students in a session.

We the People The United States is a country founded by the people for the people, but who are the people? Throughout history, the answer to that question has changed. Join us for this civics and U.S. history themed interactive presentation on the Museum’s ZOOM account to learn how the government operates on a local, state and federal level and the role of the individual in each. We will think critically while investigating the history and relationship between these three governing bodies and how their operations impact our everyday life and community. 1-1.5 hours Grade Level: 6th-12th

Making Miami Home We all came from somewhere and everyone has a story! Find out why, when and how people have come to call Miami home during this interactive presentation on the Museum’s ZOOM account by analyzing primary sources such as photographs and maps. Experience the birth and growth of our community through the stories of the women, Native Americans, Black and Afro-Caribbean, and Latinx/Hispanic people who have made South Florida their home. 1-1.5 hours Grade Level: 6th-12th

The Green Book This primary sources based interactive presentation on the Museum’s ZOOM account offers students the opportunity to study primary works to utilize their critical and historical thinking skills. Specifically, we will look at the Green Book, a travel guide for African American and Black motorists. Students will learn about the history of the Green Book, Reconstruction and Civil Rights in Miami. 1-1.5 hours Grade Level: 6th-12th

Show & Tell Images and stories are at the heart of this interactive slide presentation. Museum Educators use Zoom to share photos from our past and today to tell stories about people, artifacts, documents, replicas, fossils and more. Choose from one of our themes or suggest your own. Themes to choose from: Prehistory; West and East Coconut Grove; Transportation; Miami Folk Art & Music. 1 hour Grade level: K-3rd